
Monument to Light 
 

We are on the EDGE of a new age ; the advancements in AI Technologies , Nanotechnologies , 

Computer Sciences etc… are the new foundations of this upcoming new age , and ofcourse the 

Silicon Valley is the capital of these advancements. I propose a monument which is not just 

interested in building a space of a static object of praise ,but an aspiration for the future of 

architecture and technologies. Architecture’s one of the fundamental role is to literally shape our 

future and I believe our future requires a different concept of building stuff. I would like to propose a 

challenge to literally build LIGHT. 

Light is seemed to be discovered and known to us , but I believe light is the next key for 

humankind to explore the hidden complex logics of the universe. Albert Einstein paved the way to 

grasping and understanding of light. We should follow that path as architects , artists and scientists 

and try to improve our geometric concepts out of the cartesian space (The Rectilinear Grid Space ) 

into ‘’Space-Time Fabric’’. 

The formal qualities of the Project are constantly referencing to the ‘’Space-Time Fabric’’ 

which surrounds us. I propose a monument which wants to reflect the concepts of ‘’Space,Time & 

Light’’… All these notions are interconnected , and this monument ambitiously aims to represent 

these concepts. 

The monument also is an homage to the digital design age which was only made possible by 

the achievements of the Valley. The building of such monument requires an extremely refined craft 

and a technical sophistication. The achieving of this monument will be the representation of the 

creative Powers of the Valley and also would become a feat fort he abilities of HUMANITY. 

 The project also aims to incorporate the required strategy of ‘’ net-zero enery ‘’ by omitting 

features such as lighting or any similiar system . The project present itself as a purely sculptural entity 

absent of any energy consumption. This strategy also improves the conceptual integrity of building 

Light. 


